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SCM is a company with 1700 employees,
Woodworking machinery, Founded at the

thorough experience of the probÌems in its
represented

Dwing its

are increasingly relÍable, efficient and safe. 80

and is one of the World s leading manufacturers of
I

begrnning of
sector. Over

the 1950's,
60% of its

SCM has grown, acquiring a
production is exported and is
250 importers and distributorsabroad by 6 branch offices, 3 agency offices and over

development SCM has invested a considerable amount of its resources in research,
planning and production enabling it to exploit

research plants such as.A.coustics Laboratory for noise abatement, the C omputer Design
system for machine design, the Electro.System Division for the development of Electro Automatic
Equipment, a Production

types of machines, Efficient
Plant spread over 15 factories each specialized in dealing with certain
sewice has always been SCM's main aim both for before and after sales

++

assistance A, qualified network of distributors and agents backed by a team of technicians and the
SCM Engineering Division, is able to offer solutions to problems involving a single machine

production risht throush to planninos and 
T,Ji?fl,:5r"";""?"1,få: 

production line oi plant, better

experience acquired, and
designers and researchers:

produce machines which
advanced

SCM International S.pÃ,
4?037 RIMINI - IT.ATY - VIA, EMILIÃ 77

Tel. 0541/700111 - Telex 550142
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ct2R
A, IVIUI,TI .PURPOSE MA,CH
IN HIGH QUTLLITY PRODU

FTINCTIONS

Calibrating of solid wood, plywood,
blockboard, customwood,
honeycomb panels, etc.

Sanding of frames, solid wood
panels, veneered chipboard
panels, veneered plywood,
veneered honeycomb panels, etc.

COMPOSITIONS

Fixed table.
Ist unit with 65 Sh" or 85 Sh'
rubber coated roller.

Floating table
2nd unit ¡ir¡ith 35 Sh" rubber coated
roller.

Fixed table
lst unit ïrith 65 Sh. or 85 Sh"
rubber coated roller
Znd unit with 35 Sh'rubber coated -

roller.

Õ

PE
TIoN

s C I^H¡LIZE D rhe .cL2R is a step-rorward. in the technorosy or carib. ratins

precision processins, the cLZR is a caribrating-,",,*å"å*,1*TX"ffr'i;t'ffi1il;il"ÏffiT"''åi,åli,:ilïtT3riers and
floating table, ensuring constant and perfect finish even on twisted components and through a complete batch of
panels. The Ct2R is the ideal machine for medium sized firms to deal with a wide range of working requirements,
ensuring high quality production to obtain increasingly better products.
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CtZR ^H, sTEp ^H,HETLD IN TEGHNoLoGy
I
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Sanding with soft n¡bber
coated roller and floating

table: leading technology for
irnproved results

Sanding with soft rubber coated roller
enables taking up of all eventual

surface irregularities - particularly
when processing honeycomb panels
and enables constant pressure to be

maintained on worþiece to be
processed. This means that when

, I there is a variation in workpiece
' ,urface, (internal or irregularly shaped

workpieces, such as spiral staircase
steps, round tables, bathroom

accessories) pressrtre on worþiece
is not altered peeling is avoided and

uniform finish is guaranteed over
entire surface, The CL2R is also

standardly equipped with floating
table, sanding roller only needing to

compensate eventual irregularities of
workpiece surface, whilst floating

table takes up discrepancies in
thickness of workpieces without

further adjustment, Uniform sanding is
thus obtained for entire batch of

panels with same degree of finish,
avoiding scrapping or re-processing

of workpieces. Floating table also
guarantees efficient feeding for all

types of workpiece surfaces.

.)U
Pressrues designed to guarantee precision working
The CL2R is fitted with robust rigid pressure rollers being sectioned in the
middle to eliminate flexwe and equipped with large supporting worktable
enabling sufficient pressure to be applied to straighten cuwed and twisted
components to ensure uniform finish, Distance between presswe rollers on
the CLZR is reduced to a minimum and are located as close as possible to
the sanding belt enabling the processing of very short work pieces, also
limiting the dust clogging area, allowing good dust extaction. Pressure
shoes of low friction material and rubber coated outfeed presstue rollers
ensure excellent finish by avoiding any damage to finish coated surfaces,

Efficient cleaning of abrasive belt guarantees long life
and irnproved finish
The CL2R can be equipped on request with blowers for cleaning abrasive
belt, Blowers positioned on top of group ensure improved cleaning
efficiency where belt grit is open, guaranteeing efficient removal of dust
and increased belt life.

I Front pressure rollers are
adjustable to ensure a uniform cut
over the entire working surface

2 2 sectional pressure rollers with
center support

3 Helicoidal ribbed rubber coated
rollers of differing Sh. (lst roller
65 Sh", Znd roller 35 ShÐ.

4 Fixed or floating table for differing
work requirements

5 Long infeed and oudeed support
tables

6 Belt tension roller designed to
automatically compensate for any
taper in sanding belts

? 5 pressure rollers
8 Table supported by 4 columns to

ensure utmost rigidif
and precision

9 Fine micrometric adjustment on
each sanding unit.
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CLZR ExcErr,ENrrY
SANDS EVEN FINISH
COATED SURF^H,CES

CLZRrEcHNrc^H,r
SPEGIFIG^trTIONS

Soft nrbber coated sanding roller for delicate surfaces
Rubber coating of sanding roller can beIS/24 Sh", For particularly deiicate jobs such as finish coated surfaces for
example, which need particular attention to ensure uniform finish.

New oscillating polishing
roller
Polishing roller can be fitted to CL2R
on request, eliminating all
imperfections which could be causeC '

by abrasive belt during sanding.
The polishing roller fitted to the CL2R
differs from those normally in use. In
fact rotating movement is coupled
with an oscillating movement to avoid
marking which polishing roller could
cause by rotating only.

PR^H,CTICII,T A,ND SA,FE

\,. Variable speed abrasive belt improves sanding of finish
coated surfaces and ensures constant degree of finish
even when belt has considerable degree of use.
The CL2R is standardly equipped with two speed abrasive belt on second
head unit and can be fitted unth device which continuosly regulates belt
speed from 4.5 to 17 m/sec. (from 885 to 3346 ftlmin) when processing
polyurethanic finish coated surfaces. Operator can therefore choose speed
according to consistency of finish coating and obtain constant finish

. aecording to degree of belt usage, by simply adjusting to appropriate' speed.

Designed to guarantee efficiency, the CL2R is standardly equipped with
many features which ensure easy use and total operator safety:
- automatic positioning of floating table to avoid the need to measure the
thickness of each component;
- simple locking mechanism allowing easy changing of abrasive belts;
- brake for immediate stopping of machine in case of belt slipping or
breakage;
- overload switch protection on all motors as well as protection against
operating errors.
The CLZR is also standardly equipped with all safety features required by
safety regulations in country of destination of machine,
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The illustrations a¡d the data conlained i¡ this brochure
ile not binding. SCM resenes the right to make changes
for technical, commercial and orgalizational reasons, the
main chdacteristics of the machines remai¡i¡g unalt-
ered. In addition, the pdts added, such as the protections,
accessories, etc. can differ to conform to the laws ild
special requùements oithe counÍies to which the machi
nes de to be supplied.
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